LION Fire Safety Trailers are interactive and highly realistic fire prevention training aids that can be tailored to both children and adults.

Train adults with simulated fire situations that are intense, realistic, and completely safe. Features include digital flames, smoke, heat, and integrated sound effects that simulate emergencies in the home or at the workplace.

Provide children with important fire safety lessons including EDITH drills and hazard recognition. Add a severe weather package to train everyone in your community how to respond to a weather emergency.

**COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING**

Comprehensive response training should include multiple elements involving environmental assessment, decision making, action, and reaction. The combination of these elements in LION Fire Safety Trailers are designed to incorporate each of these key elements:

- **SITUATIONAL SIMULATION:** mimic appropriate environment/props
- **DECISION-MAKING SIMULATION:** size-up environment assess multiple options
- **COMMUNICATION SIMULATION:** when and how to share information
- **EMOTIONAL SIMULATION:** create stress and uncertainty
- **PHYSICAL SIMULATION:** develop required physical skills

**Take realistic interactive fire safety training on the road**

EXPAND YOUR COMMUNITY FIRE SAFETY EDUCATION REACH WITH MOBILE TRAINING CENTERS

1.888.428.5530 | www.lionprotects.com/firetrainingtools

LION®
ready for action
KITCHEN FIRE SCENARIO
The Kitchen Fire Scenario begins as an oven fire and spreads to a pan on top of the stove. If left unchecked, the fire can spread to the trash can next to the stove. Heat and smoke intensify, triggering smoke alarms and requiring the appropriate action of the trainee to call 911, extinguish the flames or evacuate if necessary. The optional kitchen hazard recognition package adds a smoking toaster, smoking outlet, chemical cabinet and a mounted TV/DVD player for safety videos.

BEDROOM FIRE SCENARIO
In the Bedroom Fire Scenario, teach how to feel for heat and stop smoke from coming into the room with the heated, smoking door. Show children how to find a second way out with the EDITH (Exit Drills In The Home) map and escape window.
For adult learning, the Interactive Bedroom Fire package adds a smoldering trashcan and interactive 911 phone. Trainees must call 911 and use a BullsEye laser extinguisher to put out the flames before the fire grows too large, forcing evacuation.
Intense infrared heaters, smoke effects, sound effects, and LION’s Digital Flames create a realistic, yet completely safe training environment. A briefing room, embedded video cameras and wireless video transmission that depicts live interior action enable robust education and training opportunities for your community.

INDUSTRIAL FIRE SCENARIO
The Industrial Fire Scenario begins as an electrical box shorts causing sparks to ignite the adjacent parts washer. The parts washer creates a hot, smoky fire which then ignites the nearby trash can resulting in a full scale industrial emergency.
As smoke, heat and digital flames intensify, trainees must pull down the alarm, call 911, shut-down the power and use an extinguisher to successfully control the emergency.
The optional paint locker fire prop with integrated flames, smoke and sound effects can be added to further challenge trainees.
The industrial hazard recognition package option adds interchangeable placard and chemical drum prop, gas leak prop, lock-out tag-out prop, smoking outlet and a mounted TV/DVD player for safety videos.